The Origin and Evolution of the HARMONIC® Scalpel.
When Jacques and Pierre Curie first researched ultrasonic energy and piezoelectric effects in the 1880s, they likely had no idea of the profound impact it would eventually have on surgical patients. Today in operating rooms around the world, ultrasonic energy is used for tissue manipulation, dissection, cutting, and coagulation. Surgeons including but not limited to the specialties of gynecology, general surgery, colorectal, thoracic, breast, and bariatric have activated ultrasonic energy in thousands of patients. As a mainstay surgical energy device, patients have benefited from the ultrasonic versatility of its cutting and coagulating effects. The ability of ultrasonic energy to be used near vital organs with precision by adjusting for tissue tension, power settings, and activation time has accounted for its safety and clinical outcomes. This overview of the mechanics of ultrasonic energy and the evolution of the HARMONIC® (UltraCision, Providence, Rhode Island, now owned by Ethicon Endo-Surgery, Inc., Cincinnati, Ohio) surgical tools since 1988 provides readers an understanding of this energy platform and its distinct advantages. Clinical implications of key research and clinical studies are explored and discussed with a focus on patient and surgical outcomes. Research in a variety of fields and tissues is presented with a special emphasis on the gynecological patient.